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Abstract

The development of wireless communication technology and mobile devices
has brought about the advent of an era of sharing text data that overflows
on social media and the web. In particular, social media has become a
major source of storing people’s sentiments in the form of opinions and
views on specific issues in the form of unstructured information. Therefore,
the importance of emotion analysis is increasing, especially with machine
learning for both personal life and companies’ management environments.
At this time, data reliability is an essential component for data classification.
The accuracy of sentiment classification can be heavily determined according
to the reliability of data, in which case noise data may also influence this
classification. Although there is stopword that does not have meaning in such
noise data, data that does not fit the purpose of analysis can also be referred to
as noise data. This paper aims to provide an analysis of the impact of profanity
data on deep learning-based sentiment classification. For this purpose, we
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used movie review data on the Web and simulated the changes in performance
before and after the removal of the profanity data. The accuracy of the model
trained with the data and the model trained with the data before removal were
compared to determine whether the profanity is noise data that lowers the
accuracy in sentiment analysis. The simulation results show that the accuracy
dropped by about 2% when judging profanity as noise data in the sentiment
classification for review data.

Keywords: Deep learning, sentiment analysis, opinion mining, natural
language processing, stopword.

1 Introduction

The entry into a hyper-connected society in accordance with the start of
the recent development of high-speed mobile communication technology
is bringing about changes in our Internet environment. Now, web users
are actively using services to use the web as a communication space for
expressing their opinions, sharing information, and interacting with each
other, rather than as a simple search tool in the early days of the Internet.
Therefore, the popularity of social media is increasing greatly [1]. Blogs,
reviews, tweets, posts, and discussions on social media are scanned to extract
the opinions of people. Attitudes, views, feelings, and opinions constitute an
essential part in analyzing the behavior of a person, which can be referred to
as sentiments. Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, deals with
inspecting these sentiments directed towards any entity. The proportion of
people’s communication through blogs or SNS is continuously increasing.
As the communication ratio of such SNS increases, posts from users are
being uploaded in large quantities to those social media containing people’s
emotions and opinions. Therefore, SNS could be undoubtedly utilized as a
place to gather users’ opinions for corporate marketing strategies [2–5].

Due to these changes, research on not only NLP (Natural Language
Processing) [6, 7] but also extracting emotions [8, 9] from texts that analyzes
text-type data is being actively conducted. However, such sentiment analysis
cannot be utilized only with data. Data preprocessing [10] is necessary for
the purpose of use, and the accuracy varies greatly depending on the pre-
processing method. In particular, when building a Deep Learning model,
data preprocessing is a process that must be completed and is the most
time-consuming part. Since the results of deep learning analysis models
are also significantly different depending on how the data is preprocessed,
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well-refined data must be input to obtain accurate data analysis results. In
addition, in sentiment analysis, it is necessary to extract “noise data,” which
is data that does not fit the purpose or has no meaning. “Noise data” refers
to corrupted, distorted, or duplicated data. It is an important task to remove
them because such noise data interferes with the analysis of the data [7].
However, there are words that are difficult to process as noise data, such as
profanity. Articles created on SNS contain many profane words. Although
such profanity is used as an emphasis, it is difficult to determine whether the
profanity has a negative or positive sensibility with only a single sentence.

This paper intends to use a deep learning model to check how profanity
with these characteristics affects sentiment analysis using machine learning
in written text. The structure of this study is as follows: Chapter 2 introduces
the basic understanding of NLP, sentiment analysis, and deep learning. The
research method proposed in this paper is described in Chapter 3, the research
results from the proposed study are shown in Chapter 4, and the conclusion
and future research are explained in Chapter 5.

2 Background

This section is subdivided into several sections which provide background
introductions for the implementation and simulation of the proposed method
including NLP, semantic analysis, and Deep Learning.

2.1 Natural Language Processing

NLP is a task that enables computers to understand human language through
machine learning for smooth interaction between natural language and com-
puters [6, 7]. Furthermore, Deep Learning architectures and algorithms have
made significant contributions to recent advances in NLP, image, and speech
processing [7]. In general, NLP can be viewed as a process of deriving
results through each step of morphological analysis, syntax analysis, semantic
analysis, and pragmatic analysis, as shown in Figure 1 [11].

The first stage is morphological analysis that is a step of understanding
distinct words by separating the morpheme-based minimum unit of a sen-
tence. Therefore, each word of morphological analysis may contain various
parts-of-grammatical elements such as prefixes, suffixes, infixes, or separate
roots. The second stage is syntax analysis that is the process of analysing
sentence structure by determining sentence components such as subject, verb,
and object. For this purpose, a parser is used. After that, it builds a syntax or
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Figure 1 Natural language processing structure.

a parse tree. This tree allows us to determine whether a sentence is structured
correctly and grammatically valid and correct. The next step is semantic anal-
ysis, which is the process of determining the actual meaning of a morpheme.
If a word has multiple meanings and is ambivalent, it is necessary to reveal
exactly what meaning it has and to give it a meaning. An example of a task
that gives meaning is named entity recognition. Entity name analysis refers to
the task of analysing meaning by tagging it with predefined categories such
as names, geographical names, organization names, and numbers. Eventually,
semantic analysis enables us to understand the speaker’s intention. The last
step is pragmatic analysis. It may analyse the semantic relationship between
sentences through context, in which we can find out what the anaphora
indicated by the pronoun is and what the speaker wants. For effective NLP,
resources such as meaning and grammatical properties of words and grammar
rules, and various knowledge expression techniques such as lexicons and
ontology are used [12].

So far, NLP technology has been developed for two purposes: to auto-
mate language processing by machines and to improve communication with
humans [9]. With the development of language processing automation, it
can be said that automatic analysis of literary works has become possible
with the development of text digitization, artificial intelligence (AI), and
NLP. Through this development, research is being conducted in various fields
such as information retrieval, text autocomplete, translation, and sentiment
analysis. Chatbots are a representative field for the purpose of improving
communication with humans. Chatbot is a compound word of chat and bot,
which refers to a robot that communicates with humans based on artificial
intelligence and refers to an artificial intelligence program that operates in a
request-and-response structure [13].

Recently, research on NLP technology is actively taking place in learn-
ing methods through deep learning. It showed excellent performance for
natural language processing like the existing RNN (Recurrent Neural Net-
work) [14], LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) [15], and GRU (Gated
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Recurrent Unit) [16], and but there was still a problem that the accuracy
decreased as the length increased. The recent trend is to use the transformer
model that uses only the encoder and the decoder and combines the attention
mechanism. The Transformer is a model presented in [17] and has shown bet-
ter performance than conventional RNNs. And by applying this model, such
as the BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) [18]
and GPT (Generative Pre-trained Transformer) [19] series are developing,
since most of the information on the Internet is in the form of unstructured
text data, the application of natural NLP technology is limitless.

2.2 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining, is the area of study that
analyzes people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and
emotions towards entities such as products, services, organizations, individ-
uals, issues, events, topics, and their attributes. Hence, research in sentiment
analysis not only has an important impact on NLP but also has a profound
impact on management sciences, political science, economics, and social
sciences as they are all affected by people’s opinions [20].

In general, sentiment analysis consists of collecting various review data
from the web or bulletin board, classifying only text elements to be used for
sentiment analysis, and analyzing opinions on the given data. The method of
sentiment analysis can be divided into three methodologies: dictionary-based
analysis, machine learning-based analysis, and a mixed method using both
methods. In the dictionary-based analysis method, if a word that matches
the sentiment dictionary exists in the data, sentiment scores are given to
classify emotions. Data collection, data preprocessing, sentiment dictionary
construction, and finally the sentiment analysis step.

There are two methods for constructing the sentiment dictionary: a
method of calculating and analyzing the frequency of positive and negative
in an emotional word, and a method of calculating the emotional score by
summing up the emotional score. Sentiment analysis based on machine learn-
ing is performed through various techniques of supervised, unsupervised,
and semi-supervised learning. The machine learning-based method consists
of collection, preprocessing, learning, verification, and emotion analysis
as shown in Figure 2 [18, 21]. The machine learning-based method also
goes through the same collection and preprocessing steps as the dictionary-
based method. When the learning is finished, the test data is used to verify the
accuracy of the trained model, and when the verification step is completed,
sentiment analysis is performed using the trained model.
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Figure 2 Sentiment analysis structure.

Figure 3 RNN structure.

2.3 Deep Learning

Deep learning, one of the branches of machine learning, generally refers to
an algorithm that deepens the layer of a neural network. Traditional machine
learning techniques require the separate extraction of feature sets for classifi-
cation, but deep learning can automatically extract complex features as well
as automate the process of feature set extraction [22]. Among deep learning
techniques, RNNs are a representative one used for NLP with strength in
sequence modelling.

Figure 3 [23] depicts the structure of an RNN with its own recurrent
weight (W), which reflects the time series characteristics of predicting future
information based on present information through past information through
W while recognizing the pattern [24]. For each time step, each weight (Why,
Wxh, Whh) is calculated, and the current hidden value is obtained by adding
the hidden value of the previous time step and the input value of the current
value. The gradient value of the current output part is added to the previous
time steps value. If there are many neurons or input values, the gradient value
becomes a non-deterministically large value by repeatedly multiplying the
weight value, or gradient exploding or 0 value: Gradient vanishing problems
that converge to.

To solve this slope problem, an LSTM model was proposed in [15].
LSTM is a recurrent neural network model designed to solve the long-term
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Figure 4 LSTM structure.

dependence problem in which the gradient of the recurrent neural network
disappears [25]. It is composed of Figure 4 [23]. structure. It solves the
problem of gradient loss by forgetting the cell’s internal state value and
adjusting whether it accepts a new input value.

3 Proposed Method

This section introduces the proposed method of polarity classification model
to analyze how profanity affects sentiment analysis using deep learning. The
accuracy of the polarity classification is evaluated using the LSTM model.
The first stage of the proposed model is the data collection for training. The
next stage is data preprocessing, in which the preprocessing process unfolds
in two directions, as shown in Figure 5. One is a profanity removal model, and
the other is a profanity-included model in the model training stage. Finally,
when the two models are completed, the accuracy is obtained through the
same test set. After that, the accuracy of the two models is compared to
confirm the influence of profanity.

3.1 Data Collection

In this study, data collection is necessary to build both a general and a profan-
ity removed model through supervised learning. Data collection can be done
in two ways. In some cases, data is collected directly by using open data or by
crawling. In this study, the open data ‘NaverSentimentMoviecorpusv1.0’ [26]
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Figure 5 Two-way parallel comparison model.

Table 1 Sentiment data structure
Id Review Label
382154   … 0
10248551  … 1
154921  ... 1
648525    … 0
. . . . . . . . .

was used for the purpose of confirming the effect of profanity in the review
data. The open data consists of movie reviews collected from the Naver
Movies section operated by Naver, one of the Korean portal sites. The data
is labeled as positive or negative, and 1500 reviews were used as the training
set and 50,000 reviews as the test set. An example of the data set is tabulated
in Table 1.

3.2 Data Pre-processing

Even data that has been labeled must go through a preprocessing process
in order to be used in deep learning. Since data with different preprocessing
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Figure 6 Data pre-processing stages.

needs to be put into the two models, the preprocessing process was performed
in the following order, as shown in Figure 6.

First, special characters were removed using regular expressions in order
to leave only Korean data before tokenization in the review data in common in
both data sets. In the primary preprocessed data, whitespace was additionally
removed by regular expression. This is to ensure that the same result is always
obtained when morpheme analysis is performed through the morpheme
analyzer. After the above-mentioned preprocessing work was completed,
tokenization was carried out. Mecab, a Korean morpheme analyzer, was used
for the library. After morphological analysis was completed, stopwords that
had no meaning were removed.
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3.3 Model Training

The data that had been preprocessed was embedded through one-hot-
encoding. Here, the single-layer LSTM model was used because the purpose
of this study was to check the accuracy according to the data difference, not
the accuracy difference according to the model. In order to prevent overfitting
from occurring during model training, a dropout layer was added. Dropout
ratio was set to 0.5% known as the most optimized ratio [27]. Finally, as an
activation function, a sigmoid function is used to output one output value
through a fully connected layer called a dense layer.

3.4 Comparison

Finally, after learning the model, an exact comparison target is needed to
know the influence of profanity. We used the proposed Two-way Parralel
Processing Compare Model to compare the accuracy of models that have
undergone different preprocessing on the same review data on the same
model, so that we can know the direct influence of the presence or absence of
the target data.

4 Experimental Result

This study was conducted in Colab [28], a machine learning environment
provided by Google, to investigate the effect of profanity on sentiment anal-
ysis of Korean data. The specifications of the Colab environment are shown
in Table 2.

Supervised learning was conducted using open data ‘NaverMovieCorpus
v0.1’. For evaluation, accuracy was evaluated with 50,000 test sets that had
not previously been used for model training. The corresponding data is review
data with the same length as shown in Figure 6.

Prior to learning, special characters and stopwords were removed in
both models; in addition, rare words with fewer than five occurrences were
excluded. For the shape of the AI model, the same single-layer LSTM
was used for both models, and the epoch was set to 3, and the batch size

Table 2 Colab specifications
OS Linux Ubuntu 18.04
Program Language Python 3.6.9
CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.30GHz
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Figure 7 Review data length chart.

Table 3 Comparison results
Model Accuracy Data
Profanity Include Model 83.4% NaverSentimentcorpus v1.0
Profanity Removal Model 81.6% NaverSentimentcorpus v1.0

was set to 60. After that, the optimizer proceeded with learning with Adam.
As a verification method, the accuracy of the model trained on data with
profanity removed in the data preprocessing process and the model learned
without removing profanity were compared, and the results were impressive.

In the case of performing sentiment analysis after removing profanity, the
LSTM model was measured with an accuracy of 81%, and the model without
removing the profanity showed an accuracy of 83%. It was confirmed that
the model in which the profanity was removed had a decrease in accuracy of
about 2% compared to the model that did not remove the profanity.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a study was conducted to determine whether abusive language
is ‘noise data’ in the sentiment analysis of Korean data. The accuracy of
the model was measured using Keras, a high-level deep learning API of
TensorFlow. As a result of performing emotion analysis after removing
the profanity, the LSTM model showed an accuracy of about 81%, and it
was confirmed that the accuracy decreased by about 2% compared to the
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83% accuracy of the model trained without removing the profanity. Most
of the previous studies dealing with profanity data focused only on filtering
profanity data from the chatbot and removing the data. In other words, those
studies considered the profanity data only as noise data and concentrated on
efficiently removing it. This study confirmed that in the sentiment analysis
of user review data, profanity can be used to improve accuracy rather than
being considered as noise data that can degrade accuracy In AI learning, the
accuracy of AI varies greatly depending on how the data can be refined and
noise data can be reduced. Therefore, it is expected that research to determine
the noise data that lowers the accuracy of AI in various fields will continue in
the future.
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